
Browning CX-10 (Heavy Pistol, Base Value: 25,000¥)

Basic Stats:
6P -2AP SA/BF 3/5RC 12(c)

Modifications:
• Smartgun: Provides +2 to attack pool.
• Special Chamber: Provides +2 to recoil compensation for the weapon.
• Custom Look Lv2: Provides +2 to intimidation and reputation dice pools when the weapon is used.
• Long Barrel: +10% to weapon range.
• Ceramic Components: Weapon is undetectable by MAD systems.
• Firing Selection Change: Added SA mode.
• Auto-Adjusting Barrel Weight: Provides +1 RC on first shot, +2 on second shot (effective 3RC).

Rumors / Backstory:
This custom Browning CX-10 is a pistol from a bygone era, an "old style" even when it was brand new in the 30's,  
and this one has been customized even further. The entire pistol has a glimmering black sheen to it, large bore  
barrel, a tight, blocky, heavy duty construction, long barrel and an aggressive stance that no one can forget once  
they lay eyes on it. Set into the textured pistol grip on either side is a carving of a black chess piece, a bishop.

The stories surrounding this custom pistol are many and varied. The few facts the stories do agree on is that the  
pistol was owned by the star hitman of a criminal organization, generally held to be a North American Mafia cartel, 
in the 30's. Stories of his exploits and skills are, again, equally varied, but they all agree that he carried two of these  
pistols and could deliver a dozen rounds into one or more targets with unerring precision in the span of a single  
shot. No doubt the man was skilled, but looking over his highly customized weapon you can't help but wonder how 
much of it was in the hardware.

What happened to him and the cartel remains a mystery. Some stories say he retired, some that he turned on the  
mafia in a bloody cleansing after they hurt someone he loved, still more say he was eventually bested or betrayed  
by the cartel. Somehow, at least one of his pistols has changed hands through the years and ended up in yours.

Notes:
• Cannot be equipped with a silencer.
• Cannot be further modified (all modification slots used up).
• Uncompensated recoil produces double negative modifiers.
• Requires custom ordered, heavy weight, armor defeating, ceramic, caseless rounds (250¥ per 10, damage and AP 

modifiers already factored in). These rounds CANNOT be used in other heavy pistols nor can the weapon 
use rounds from other weapons.
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